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Abstract—The transformation of the healthcare sector through the adoption of the Internet of Medical Things (IoMT) provides major benefits, including the ability to provide efficient and timely medical support based on accurate continuous monitoring data. However, the necessity to collect, store, and process private medical data in order to provide a patient with these healthcare services may clash with regulations such as the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). In this article, we introduce a complete key management framework for an IoMT patient monitoring system. The key management framework is composed of a platform key management layer which establishes ad-hoc, point-to-point secure channels between devices in the IoMT system, and of a data key management layer which provisions keys for end-to-end encryption of patient data. The cornerstone of the design is that it empowers the patient to enforce their own privacy rights by making them the legal owner of their own private medical data and that interested parties must be granted consent in order to access this data. To the authors’ knowledge, this is the first time that consent granting of GDPR is hardwired into technology.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The Internet of Things (IoT) refers to a wide range of interconnected objects and devices that harvest information from the environment through sensors, analyze it and act back on the physical world through actuators [1], [2]. In the healthcare sector, IoT devices, also known as the Internet of Medical Things (IoMT), may support core functions of healthcare and health-related services [3], [4]. However, the lack of a standardized and lightweight security framework for IoMT applications can pose various security and privacy threats to the medical data, its reliability and timely availability [5]–[7]. In the case of emergency, it is important to have direct access to a patient’s personal medical data (even though this may include private data that is not applicable to the emergency) while preserving a patient’s privacy rights as mandated by regulations such as the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [8] in all other scenarios (i.e., non-emergency situations) [9]. It is vital for a key management framework to find the right balance between security and the protection of personal data, which remains an open issue for medical networks [3].

End-to-end security in IoT networks has been an active area of research. However, common design flaws include the expectation of routers to re-encrypt the sensed data [10] or the utilization of static pre-shared keys [11] which are considered bad practice for real-world implementations. Furthermore, end-to-end security schemes [12] only focused on the secure data transfer from sensing device to storage platform without incorporating data sharing or consent management capabilities that allow the provider of private sensing data to enforce its privacy rights.

In this article, we describe a novel key management framework that is primarily designed for continuous patient monitoring applications although it could be applied to medical applications in general. The philosophy and main security goals behind the design of our key management framework are as follows:

1) **Patient health.** The main requirement for this objective is the timely availability of good quality monitoring data in the hospital cloud for automatic evaluation, diagnostics, and medical alerts, as well as for direct browsing by healthcare professionals (in case of emergency). The access to the data in the cloud may be necessary by third parties (e.g., an independent healthcare provider).

2) **Patient-centric security.** As the legal owner, a patient has the ultimate right to their sensitive monitoring data. Yet, the patient typically has little to no means to enforce these rights. This key management framework empowers the patients and making them the legal owner of their medical data (i.e., the patient is the owner of the cryptographic keying material, used to securely store and required to access their medical data). The process of requesting consent from a patient to access certain personal monitoring data and the technical means to access it is integrated into a single, non-repudiable interaction. This feature gives the patient direct control over who can access their private data.

3) **End-to-end security.** Aiming at surpassing the state of the art, this key management framework ensures confidentiality and integrity of monitoring data from the point of origin (i.e., the sensing devices) to
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the point of processing (i.e., the healthcare cloud storage).

This article is outlined as follows. In section II, we describe two patient monitoring use-cases and present the network model for which the novel key management framework is designed. In section III, we describe the platform key management which constitutes a lightweight authenticated key exchange procedure, based on the Kerberos system, to enable secure data transmission. In section IV, we describe the data key management for end-to-end security wrapped around patient’s privacy. Finally, section V concludes this article with a summary of its main contributions.

II. Scenario Architecture

A. Use Cases

This key management framework is primarily designed for secure continuous patient monitoring applications in IoMT networks [13]. There are various reasons for healthcare professionals to monitor their patients [14]. One use-case relates to patients that undergo cardiac surgery. They must be monitored to detect possible atrial fibrillation events which may lead to long-term or permanent post-surgery complications (such as brain strokes). With the assistance of IoMT devices, the patient can be continuously monitored from the hospital as well as from the patient’s home. Another use-case for continuous patient monitoring is related to sleep disorders, such as obstructive sleep apnea, which cause complications such as cardiovascular diseases. With the assistance of IoMT devices, the amount of physical activity and overall sleep quality of a patient can be monitored and analyzed. This data allows health care personnel to provide recommendations to the patient and improve their sleep routines.

In both cases, it is critical that the monitoring system is (i) easy to use, such that patients and health care personnel can make use of the system as intended; (ii) reliable (i.e., no crashes and no loss of data), such that every atrial fibrillation event or physical sleep activity can be captured, potentially alerting health care personnel whenever necessary; and (iii) secure, such that the monitoring data can be securely transmitted to a cloud storage where it can be securely stored for a long period of time.

B. Network Model

Based on the previously described use-cases, we propose the network model as depicted in Fig. 1. In this model we consider three parties: the patient, a healthcare facility (e.g., hospital), and interested third parties (e.g., partnered universities, research institutions).

The patient is equipped with a personal device (PPD) that they own, or at least physically controls, and trust to ensure the security of their data. This device acts as the patient’s root of trust for the security of their monitoring data and serves as the patient’s electronic representation in the system. As an example, this can be a dedicated, low-power, and highly portable device with solid physical security features (e.g., a bracelet). If a trade-off between trust and flexibility is desirable, this can be a virtual device making use of a secure element in a smartphone [15]. As will be covered in more detail in section III and IV, the trusted device is used to (i) handle patient personal authentication; (ii) manage monitoring data encryption keys, derived from a single master key belonging to the patient and shared with no one; and (iii) handle real-time electronic data processing consent requests and replies.

The sensor devices, gateway devices, and cloud storage service are assumed to be fully controlled by the healthcare facility, in particular, in terms of their (re)personalization. The variety of sensing devices, possibly based on heterogeneous technologies by different manufacturers, produce data by monitoring the patient or their immediate environment. The transmitted sensing data is received by one (or more) gateway(s) through a short-range wireless connection (e.g., Bluetooth/BLE, WiFi, ZigBee). The sensing devices and gateway(s) are within physical proximity of the patient and constitute to the monitoring platform, which may be inside the healthcare facility or installed at a patient’s home. The gateway(s) forwards the sensing data to the cloud for processing and limited-duration storage. The monitoring data may be used for several purposes, including direct inspection by healthcare professionals, patient diagnosis, generation of medical alerts, and inspection by a third party (e.g., for research purposes or treatment of the same patient by another facility).

However, the monitoring data is the legal property of the patient and should only be collected, analyzed, and viewed when and if the patient gives consent.

III. Platform Key Management

The purpose of the platform key management is to enable secure data transmission by establishing ad-hoc secure communications channels between the sensors, gateways, PPDs, and the healthcare cloud storage service. The establishment of point-to-point secure communications channels between devices of the monitoring platform is a pre-requisite for the data key management, covered in section IV. At the same time, such secure channels also enable a number of other advanced security functions such as intrusion detection or threshold cryptography.

A. Secure Data Transmission

Authentication and key establishment are fundamental steps in setting up secure communications channels. Authentication is concerned with knowing that the legitimate entities are communicating; key establishment is concerned with obtaining proper cryptographic keys to protect the communications, particularly to provide confidentiality and integrity of the data communicated [16]. Our network model defines a variety of communications channels that must allow the secure transmission of data, including the channel between a sensor and a nearby gateway. The sensors, resource constrained devices in terms of computational capabilities, storage capacity, and battery life would benefit from a lightweight key management solution. Therefore, the use of key management frameworks that rely on public key cryptographic (e.g., Public Key Infrastructure) are discouraged for our application.
purposes. The KDC, in possession of a master key $K_D$, utilizes a pseudo-random function (PRF) and a random salt to generate the long-lived symmetric key $K_D$ for a device $D$ as follows:

$$K_D = PRF(K_{KDC}, ID(D), salt_D)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)$$

The KDC stores the 3-tuple $(ID(D), ID(Patient), salt_D)$ in its database for future authentication purposes. The registration of the healthcare cloud storage service is stored as $(ID(D), [empty], salt_D)$.

As mentioned, we consider that the device bootstrapping of the PPD also takes place at the healthcare facility. Since the patient will be participating in a continuous monitoring application, it is not hard to assume that the patient has physically been present at the healthcare facility prior to the initiation of the patient monitoring. However, the exact nature of the registration procedure will depend on the specifics of the PPD. If we consider a bracelet, then the long-lived symmetric key can be installed through a short-range technology (e.g., NFC). If we consider a smartphone, then the long-lived symmetric key can be derived from the authentication code (e.g., password, biometric fingerprint) that is used to log into the appropriate application. Either way, the PPD, denoted as device $D$ with identity $ID(D)$ and controlled by patient with patient identity $ID(Patient)$, registers at the KDC and securely obtains the long-lived symmetric key according to the structure of equation (1). The careful design for device bootstrapping is motivated by the following:

- The master key $K_{KDC}$ and pseudo-random function $PRF$ serve the purpose of limiting the memory storage overhead for the KDC [21]; the symmetric key $K_D$ can be generated on-demand and therefore does not need to be stored in the database of the KDC.
- The salt serves the purpose of key updating [21].
- The incorporation of $ID(Patient)$ at the sensors, gateways, and PPDs serves authentication purposes. Namely, it is preferred that the devices assigned to a particular patient can establish a secure channel whereas devices within close proximity but assigned to different patients cannot. Thus, the PPD can only provide data encryption keys to its assigned sensors and the encrypted sensing data can only be routed to the healthcare cloud storage through the patient-assigned gateway.

Secure Channel Establishment. Once the network entities (e.g., sensors, gateways, PPD, healthcare cloud storage) are bootstrapped and share a symmetric key with the KDC, they can send requests to the KDC for the establishment of a secure channel (i.e., the establishment of a pairwise symmetric key). This secure channel establishment procedure must be initiated at the start of a patient monitoring session such that the PPD can securely transmit data encryption keys to the sensors. Since the patient initiates the monitoring session, the PPD should initiate the process. In the case of a bracelet, the process...
may start every time that the bracelet is turned on. In the case of a smartphone, the process may start every time that a monitoring functionality is activated on the device. This process may kick off by transmitting beacon signals for the discovery of nearby devices after which the KDC is contacted for secure channel establishment between the devices. In the description of the secure channel establishment, we denote the initiating network entity by client \( A \) and we denote client \( B \) as the network entity with whom the secure channel is established. These clients can be any combination of network entities. This procedure, as depicted in Fig. 2, is very similar to the description of secure channel establishment in Kerberos.

**B. Distributed Kerberos**

So far, we considered the KDC as a single trusted entity who provides an authentication service and utilizes tickets to securely distribute a session key to a pair of network entities. The security of a such a key distribution protocol depends on the assumption that the AS, as part of the KDC, is trustworthy. Unfortunately, not every AS can be considered trustworthy. If the AS becomes compromised and malicious, the security of communications between the network entities cannot be guaranteed [22]. The authentication service is also a performance bottleneck because the session key distribution cannot proceed unless the identities of the network entities can be satisfactorily established. A desirable authentication service should therefore be highly available and highly secure at the same time [23].

To design a distributed Kerberos system (i.e., a distributed KDC), research efforts targeted distributed PRFs. Distributed PRFs support the splitting of the master key \( K_{DC} \) among \( n \) servers such that at least a threshold \( t \) servers are needed to evaluate the PRF. Evaluating the PRF is done without reconstructing the key at a single location [24]. A distributed Kerberos system can therefore provide resiliency against bottlenecks and a single point of failure. The first proposal, based on the distributed evaluation of weak PRFs, was described in [25]. More recently, the study of key homomorphic PRFs (i.e., PRFs that are homomorphic with respect to its key) gave rise to novel constructions [26]. The most notable works on constructions for key homomorphic PRFs found in literature are by Boneh et al. [26], Banerjee et al. [27], and Kim [28], which can aid in the design of a distributed Kerberos system.

**IV. DATA KEY MANAGEMENT**

The objective of our data key management is to provide secret keys for end-to-end encryption of the patient’s monitoring data, while letting the patient have full control over key sharing and thus, technologically supporting the GDPR. We assert that the patient data need to be secured end-to-end: encrypted at the sensor immediately after acquisition, decrypted by the cloud applications at processing time, they are not exposed anywhere in-between (in transit or in storage).

The necessity of the end-to-end approach is best illustrated by the recently surging attacks against IoT devices [29], [30]. By securing the data end-to-end (and avoiding re-encryption in several points), the attack surface for successfully modifying and/or exfiltrating the patient data is greatly reduced: on one hand, we ensure that the Internet-exposed gateway cannot leak the data, and on the other hand, the data is less exposed to the networking and computational infrastructure of the cloud. The crux of sound end-to-end security is key management, ensuring that the keys are available to sensors for encryption and to the healthcare provider cloud application(s) for decryption whenever needed, not to mention the authenticity and confidentiality requirements on the distribution. In section IV-A, we describe the design of our data key management.
system. In section IV-B, we show how it can be extended to server electronic data processing consent requests.

A. End-to-End Monitoring Data Key Management

A common way to design end-to-end key management is based on a centralized key server run by the hospital, which provisions the data encryption (resp. decryption) keys to both the sensors (or data sources), and to the cloud application(s) in need of data processing. The disadvantage of this approach is that the patient must fully trust the hospital with the security of all their data. Moreover, in the future, a patient is likely going to be treated and monitored by several healthcare facilities during their life, requiring them to dissipate their trust among multiple organizations. We therefore propose a paradigm shift, where the patient physically controls a personal key management device, the PPD, used for all instances of monitoring of the patient, in any facility.

Personal Key Manager. The root of trust for the patient is the PPD. The PPD securely stores a single secret key $K_{\text{master}}$ securely generated when the PPD is personalized by the patient, potentially for the patient’s lifetime. The master key is only used by the PPD to derive keys for the sensors and for the healthcare facility.

Prior to the monitoring, each sensor requests key provisioning from the PPD. The request message contains optional information $I_{\text{sensor}}$ about the sensor, and the configuration $Conf$ of the key schedule to be used by the sensor (see below). The PPD computes a data protection key $K_{\text{data}}$ computed as per equation (2), using a pseudorandom function $PRF$, where the public data key metadata string $meta_{K_{\text{data}}}$ encodes a uniformly randomly generated unique ID of the data key, $Conf$, $I_{\text{sensor}}$, and optional information $I_{\text{PPD}}$ about the PPD. The PPD relies on the sensor with $K_{\text{data}}$ and $meta_{K_{\text{data}}}$.

$$K_{\text{data}} = PRF(K_{\text{master}}, meta_{K_{\text{data}}})$$ (2)

The entire interaction of the data key provisioning relies on the secure channel establishment by the platform key management, with the advantage that, once PPD is added to the domain of the healthcare provider, it can provision any number of sensors without any additional configuration.

Encryption Keys. The sensor applies a key schedule to derive data encryption keys $K_{\text{enc}}$ from $K_{\text{data}}$, through a number of intermediate secret values. The intermediate secret values are organized in a tree structure rooted in $K_{\text{data}}$ with encryption keys as leaves, where each node is derived with $PRF$ using its parent as secret key, and a public tree node label as input. Each encryption key $K_{\text{enc}}$ is then identified with a public metadata string $meta_{K_{\text{enc}}}$, which encodes the public node labels on the path from $K_{\text{data}}$ to $K_{\text{enc}}$. This facilitates an efficient sharing of decryption keys for multiple encrypted records simultaneously. For example, considering a tree of depth two that is organized according to time, with a node per month on level one (intermediate value) and a node per week on level two (encryption key), it would be used to efficiently share all data acquired during a week by sharing an encryption key, or during a month by sharing an intermediate value with the processing application; the per-week encryption keys can then be derived locally by applying $PRF$ with the public tree labels. In general, possession of an intermediate secret value allows all encryption keys in its subtree to be derived. Finally, the sensor also regularly derives a “refreshed” $K_{\text{data}}$ by applying $PRF$ with an input ensuring domain separation from the tree structure for pragmatic forward secrecy. The frequency of the refreshes, as well as the depth and shape of the tree structure are all defined in $Conf$.

Sharing of Decryption Keys. The healthcare provider collects encrypted data records augmented with $(meta_{K_{\text{data}}}, meta_{K_{\text{enc}}})$ pairs from its sensors but receives no keys. To get the decryption key for a record, the processing application needs to send the metadata pair to the PPD, which is then able to reconstruct the full sequence of $PRF$ calls leading from $K_{\text{master}}$ to $K_{\text{enc}}$, solely from the metadata. To get decryption keys to a number of records, all sharing the same $meta_{K_{\text{data}}}$, the processing application examines their $meta_{K_{\text{enc}}}$ strings, and computes $meta$ string identifying an intermediate tree node that has all the necessary decryption keys in its subtree, and send $(meta_{K_{\text{data}}}, meta)$ to the PPD. If the actually needed decryption keys are too sparse among the leaves of such a subtree, efficiency can be traded for privacy by making several requests, each targeting a smaller number of records.

Key Backup. Because $K_{\text{master}}$ is being used for such an extensive period, it is imperative that it can be backed up. Otherwise, critical health-related data of a patient may be lost. For this purpose, the PPD creates a secret-shared backup of $K_{\text{master}}$ such that the individual shares can be stored with several low-trust entities that are unlikely to collude [31].

B. Electronic Consent Request

With the present key management design, the healthcare facility must ask the patient (through their PPD) for a decryption key whenever it needs to process some monitoring data. This is reminiscent of the notorious GDPR mandate to get the data owner’s consent. And the data key management can indeed be enhanced with a formal consent-requesting feature. When the processing application needs to decrypt one or more data records, such that it identifies the encryption key, resp. the intermediate secret value by a metadata string pair $(meta_{K_{\text{data}}}, meta)$, it computes a request message $Req$ that encodes $(meta_{K_{\text{data}}}, meta)$, as well as a human-readable consent request, characterizing the data to be accessed, declaring the intent of the processing and how long the data will stay decrypted. $Req$ is then digitally signed and transferred to the PPD, which verifies the signature, and prompts the patient for feedback, displaying the consent request message. The PPD may log the signed request as a non-repudiable evidence that such a request has been made to the patient. For this, the PPD must be securely bootstrapped with the digital signature key, which can be done in parallel with the platform credential bootstrapping.
In this paper, we present a complete key management solution for an IoMT patient monitoring system. The key management is modular, composed of a platform key management layer, which establishes ad-hoc, point-to-point secure channels between devices in the IoMT system, and of a data key management layer, which provisions keys for end-to-end encryption of patient data, with help of the platform key management’s point-to-point security.

The platform key management enables point-to-point secure communications channels between devices of the IoMT monitoring platform and is a pre-requisite for the data key management. The function of the platform key management is proposed for data security in this paper, but its capabilities are much more diverse. In a similar fashion, it could support security functions such as local distributed computing at the edge, secure local intrusion detection, and more. Furthermore, the ability to develop a distributed platform key management domain is explored which would further improve the scalability as well as resiliency against attackers.

The data key management introduces a big shift in paradigm, giving the patient full control over the data protection keys to a patient, greatly reducing the degree to which a patient needs to trust the healthcare provider. It additionally empowers the patient by hardwiring the consent granting of GDPR into technology, the first design of its kind, to the best of our knowledge. At the same time, the design is remarkably scalable; the PPD only stores the master key and no other state, it can thus serve a practically unlimited number of sensors from an unlimited number of healthcare providers. On the other side, the tree-based key derivation facilitates data access to be extremely efficient at configurable scales.

Finally, the complete solution, as well as each of its parts, easily generalize to other IoT applications.
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